
Shaped Bath Panel Fitting Instructions 

 

Please note while every effort within these instructions have been made to simplify the fitting of the panel, 

sometimes other considerations will come into play and the fitter will be required to fit appropriately. 

 

Items within the pack contain the following: 

8 x White Plastic Panel Clips 

16 x 16mm Self tapping screws 

1x fixing instruction 

 

Please note the front panel supplied is oversized: allowing the installer to trim the panel more accurately 

enabling them to allow for pipe work, tiling and perhaps furniture. 

 

Step 1 

Measure the length of the front rim of the bath using a tape measure.  Using a pencil (or none permanent pen) 

and mark the centre line of the baths rim. 

 

Step 2 

Repeat step one on the top edge of the panel, again marking the centre line. 

 

Step 3  

On the bath measure from the centre line to the left hand side (i.e. towards the wall) and transfer this 

measurement onto the panel, again working from the centre line on the panel back towards the pre-trimmed 

end. 

 

Repeat the process for the right hand side of the panel. 

 

Mark the measurements on each end of the panel.  Draw a vertical line to the floor from the measurements 

found from the centre line, trim the panel to create two vertical lines. 

 

Step 4 

Present the front panel to the bath making sure that the contour of the panel follows the radius of the bath.  

Once in position draw around the base of the panel on the floor and up the vertical ends of the panel on the 

wall.  Remove the panel. 

 

Step 5  

Using the self-tapping screws secure four panel clips to the wooden blocks that are bonded on the underside 

of the baths rim.  If possible fix the remaining four panel clips on the floor behind the pencil line keeping the 

front edge of the panel clip in line with pencil mark. 

 

Wooden blocks may also be suitable.  Fit a batten of wood (not supplied) to the wall fixing 3mm behind the 

pencil line at each end of the bath for the panel to be secured to. 

 

Step 6 

Present the panel to the bath, pushing the top edge into the panel clips fitted to the underside of the bath.  

Secure the bottom of the panel by pushing the bottom edge into the panel clips fix to the timber blocks. 

 

Finally fix the ends of the panel to the battens on the wall either with mirror screws or sealant. 


